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Abstract

Previously we have shown that transient attention—the more automatic, stimulus-driven component of spatial attention—enhances
spatial resolution. Specifically, transient attention improves texture segmentation at the periphery, where spatial resolution is too low,
but impairs performance at central locations, where spatial resolution is already too high for the task. In the present study we investi-
gated whether sustained attention—the more controlled component of spatial attention—can also a!ect texture segmentation, and if so
whether its e!ect will be similar to that of transient attention. To that end we combined central, symbolic cues with texture displays in
which the target appears at several eccentricities. We found that sustained attention can also a!ect texture segmentation, but unlike tran-
sient attention, sustained attention improved performance at all eccentricities. Comparing the e!ect of pre-cues and post-cues indicated
that the benefit brought about by sustained attention is significantly greater than the e!ect of location uncertainty reduction. These find-
ings indicate that sustained attention is a more flexible mechanism that can optimize performance at all eccentricities in a task where
performance is constrained by spatial resolution.
! 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Visual attention allows us to select part of the otherwise
overwhelming amount of information in our visual field
and process it in a privileged way. One way in which this
attentional selection occurs is based on the spatial location
of visual information. Typically, we foveate the location in
space to which we wish to attend, but it is well known that
we can direct our attention to a region in our visual field
without moving our eyes towards this location (e.g., Erik-
sen & Ho!man, 1972; Posner, 1980). The selection of infor-
mation based on its spatial location in the absence of eye
movements is referred to as spatial covert attention (Pos-

ner, 1980). There are two components of spatial attention,
‘sustained’ and ‘transient’. ‘Sustained attention’ is a con-
ceptually-driven component that requires conscious e!ort
and is activated in about 300 ms. ‘Transient attention’ is
a stimulus-driven component, and it is activated in an auto-
matic manner in about 100 ms (e.g., Cheal & Lyon, 1991;
Jonides, 1981; Müller & Rabbitt, 1989; Nakayama &
Mackeben, 1989; Posner, 1980; Remington, Johnston, &
Yantis, 1992). Transient attention is considered to operate
at an earlier stage of visual cortical processing than the sus-
tained component (e.g., Nakayama & Mackeben, 1989).
Indeed, neurophysiological studies suggest that whereas
sustained attention is cortical in nature, transient attention
is mediated by both cortical and subcortical networks
(Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Kastner & Ungerleider,
2000). Previously, we have documented the e!ects of tran-
sient attention on a texture segmentation task constrained
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by spatial resolution (e.g., Carrasco, Loula, & Ho, 2006;
Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1998; Yeshurun & Carrasco,
2000). In this study, we investigate the e!ects of sustained
attention on such a texture segmentation task.

A common method to directly manipulate the allocation
of spatial attention employs attentional cues, which pre-
cede target presentation and induce observers to direct
their attention to the target location. Di!erent types of
attentional cues are used to manipulate transient and sus-
tained attention: The former is manipulated by a peripheral
cue presented adjacent to the target location, and the latter
is manipulated by a central cue presented in the center of
the visual field. Peripheral cues induce a more rapid shift
of attention than central cues, and usually produce larger
attentional e!ects at short intervals. The e!ects of periphe-
ral cues peak at !100 ms but then decay rapidly whereas
the e!ects of central cues peak at !300 ms and then remain
for a longer duration (e.g., Carrasco, Ling, & Read, 2004;
Cheal & Lyon, 1991; Jonides, 1981; Ling & Carrasco, 2006;
Müller & Findlay, 1988; Müller & Rabbitt, 1989; Nakay-
ama & Mackeben, 1989). In addition, whereas the shifts
of attention by central cues appear to be under conscious
control, the e!ects of peripheral cues are involuntary (but
see Ristic, Friesen, & Kingstone, 2002; Tipples 2002, who
have shown that there may be a reflexive component for
faces and arrows presented at central locations). For
instance, peripheral cues cannot be voluntarily interrupted
or ignored, even if observers are instructed to do so
(Jonides, 1981), and their e!ect is little influenced by cue
validity (i.e., the probability with which the cue predicts
the target location). Moreover, shifts of attention induced
by peripheral cues have been shown to occur even if the
cue is uninformative (e.g., Jonides, 1981; Müller & Rabbitt,
1989 Pestilli & Carrasco, 2005; Pestilli, Viera, & Carrasco,
2007), or if the cue actually impairs performance due to its
low validity (e.g., Giordano, McElree, & Carrasco, 2004).
In contrast, e!ects of central cues depend on cue validity
and might not occur when the central cues are uninforma-
tive (e.g., Giordano et al., 2004; Jonides, 1981; Kinchla,
1969; Kinchla, 1980; Sperling & Melchner, 1978; but see
Gibson & Bryant, 2005).

Previously, we have proposed that transient attention
can enhance spatial resolution, thus allowing us to resolve
finer details at the attended location (‘resolution hypothe-
sis’). Several studies have provided evidence supporting
the hypothesis that transient attention can enhance spatial
resolution. For example, directing transient attention to the
target location improves performance in both acuity and
hyper-acuity tasks even when a supra-threshold target is
presented without distracters (Carrasco, Williams, &
Yeshurun, 2002; Golla, Ignashchenkova, Haarmeier, &
Their, 2004; Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1999). Similarly, the
decrement in visual search performance that occurs as the
target is presented at farther peripheral locations is signif-
icantly reduced when transient attention is directed to the
target location. This finding suggests that attention can
reduce resolution di!erences between the fovea and the

periphery (Carrasco & Yeshurun, 1998), much like the
e!ect obtained when the elements of a search display are
cortically magnified (Carrasco & Frieder, 1997). Addition-
ally, the hypothesis that transient attention enhances reso-
lution is consistent with neurophysiological studies
demonstrating that a neuron’s response to its preferred
stimulus is greatly reduced when the preferred stimulus is
not attended, and an attended, non-preferred stimulus is
also presented within the neuron’s receptive field. These
findings suggest that attention contracts the cell’s receptive
field around the attended stimulus (e.g., Desimone & Dun-
can, 1995; Luck, Chelazzi, Hillyard, & Desimone, 1997;
Moran & Desimone, 1985; Reynolds & Chelazzi, 2004;
Reynolds & Desimone, 1999; Womelsdorf, Anton-Erxle-
ben, Pieper, & Treue, 2006).

In another study we further tested the ‘resolution
hypothesis’ by exploring the e!ects of transient attention
on performance in a basic texture segmentation task
(Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1998). We found that transient
attention can a!ect texture segmentation, and that the pat-
tern of this attentional e!ect depends on the spatial resolu-
tion at the attended location. Specifically, we found that
transient attention improves performance at locations in
which performance is limited by a spatial resolution that
is too low (i.e., at peripheral locations), but impairs perfor-
mance at locations in which performance is limited by a
spatial resolution that is too high (i.e., at central locations).
The current study was designed to explore whether sus-
tained attention can also a!ect texture segmentation, and
whether the pattern of such an e!ect would be similar to
that of transient attention.

The texture segmentation task we employed in our tran-
sient attention study required the detection of a target
patch composed of oblique line elements embedded in a
larger background of orthogonally oriented line elements
(Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1998; Fig. 1). Performance in this
task peaks when the target appears at mid-peripheral loca-
tions, and drops as the target appears at more central or
farther peripheral locations (e.g., Gurnsey, Pearson, &
Day, 1996; Jo!e & Scialfa, 1995; Kehrer, 1989; Kehrer,
1997; Meinecke & Kehrer, 1994; Morikawa 2000; Potechin
& Gurnsey, 2003). It has been hypothesized that perfor-
mance is suboptimal when there is a mismatch between
the specific scale of the texture and the size of spatial linear
filters. These linear filters are thought to underlie the visual
processing of textures (e.g., Bergen & Landy, 1991; Caelli,

Fig. 1. A schematic example of the texture displays used in Experiments 1
and 2. The texture line elements are oriented ±45" from vertical and the
texture display extends along the horizontal meridian. A 3 · 3 target patch
is visible in the display on the right.
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1985; Landy & Bergen, 1991; Sutter, Beck, & Graham,
1989; See Landy & Graham, 2004 for a review), and a large
body of evidence indicates that they are tuned to a specific
band of spatial frequency and orientation and that their
average size increases as a function of eccentricity (e.g.,
Rovamo & Virsu, 1979; for a review, De Valois & De
Valois, 1988; Graham, 1989; Wilson, Levi, Ma!ei, Rov-
amo, & De Valois 1990). According to this view, the opti-
mal average filter size for the segmentation of the given
texture is available at mid-peripheral locations, where per-
formance peaks. At the fovea, where resolution is too high
for the scale of the texture, performance drops because the
filters are too small. At the far periphery, where resolution
is too low, performance drops because the filters are too
large (Gurnsey et al., 1996).

In light of the resolution hypothesis, Yeshurun and
Carrasco (1998) hypothesized that if attention indeed
enhances spatial resolution, attending to the target loca-
tion should enhance performance at the periphery, but
should impair performance at the fovea. To test this pre-
diction we combined peripheral cues with this texture seg-
mentation task. On the cued trials, a small peripheral cue
indicated the target location prior to its appearance. Such
a peripheral cue is considered to capture attention in a
stimulus-driven, ‘‘automatic’’ manner (e.g., Jonides,
1981; Müller & Rabbitt, 1989; Pestilli & Carrasco, 2005;
Posner, 1980; Yantis, 1996). On the neutral trials, a pair
of lines, appearing above and below the entire display,
indicated that the target was equally likely to appear at
any location. As predicted, accuracy was higher for the
cued than the neutral trials at the more peripheral loca-
tions, but was lower at central locations resulting in a cen-
tral attentional impairment. This pattern of results, and
especially the central attentional impairment, is predicted
only by the resolution hypothesis, and therefore it lends
strong support to the hypothesis that transient attention
enhances the spatial resolution at the attended location
(Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1998). Any other model of atten-
tion, like those based on uncertainty or noise reduction,
would predict a benefit throughout all eccentricities.
These findings have been replicated by several studies
demonstrating that these attentional e!ects on texture seg-
mentation, considered to be pre-attentive (e.g., Chubb &
Talevich, 2002; Julesz, 1981), are robust and can be gen-
eralized to textures of a very di!erent nature. For
instance, similar results have been obtained in a study
in which the texture was presented along the vertical
rather than horizontal meridian (Talgar & Carrasco,
2002); when the peripheral cue was a frame around the
central element in the texture target (Yeshurun & Carras-
co, 2008); when observers had to indicate the orientation
of the target-texture after selectively adapting to di!erent
spatial frequencies (Carrasco et al., 2006); and when the
first- and second-order content of the textures was manip-
ulated (Yeshurun & Carrasco, 2000).

The studies described thus far have documented the
e!ect of transient attention on this texture segmentation

task. In this study we explored the nature of the more con-
trolled attentional component—sustained attention. Spe-
cifically, we were interested in the following questions:
First, we asked whether attentional e!ects on texture seg-
mentation will be found when attention is manipulated
via a central cue ensuring the activation of sustained atten-
tion. Given that sustained attention seems to operate at a
later stage of visual processing than transient attention
(e.g., Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Kastner & Ungerleider,
2000; Liu, Stevens, & Carrasco, 2007; Nakayama &
Mackeben, 1989), and that texture segmentation appears
to take place at a relatively early stage of visual processing
(e.g., Lamme, 1995; Lamme, Van Dijk, & Spekreijse, 1993;
Purpura, Victor, & Katz, 1994), sustained attention may
not be able to a!ect performance in the basic texture seg-
mentation task employed here. Second, if e!ects of sus-
tained attention on texture segmentation were found,
would these e!ects be similar to the e!ects of transient
attention on texture segmentation? That is, would both
an attentional benefit and an attentional impairment
emerge? Can the sustained attentional component, like
the transient one, a!ect spatial resolution at the attended
location?

On the one hand, sustained attention may always
increase spatial resolution regardless of the consequences
of such enhancement (i.e., performance increment at
peripheral locations and decrement at central locations),
as does transient attention. On the other hand, it is possible
that sustained attention, a more flexible mechanism, could
optimize performance across all eccentricities. The latter
outcome is expected if sustained attention a!ects texture
segmentation by adopting the best resolution at a given
eccentricity, or by improving the signal to noise ratio at
all eccentricities. Finally, if texture segmentation is impen-
etrable to sustained attention, performance in those tasks
will not vary as a function of cueing conditions.

To investigate these issues, we manipulated either sus-
tained attention (Experiment 1) via central cues, or tran-
sient attention (Experiment 2) via peripheral cues
maintaining task and stimuli identical. In these two exper-
iments the texture segmentation task was the same as the
one employed with transient attention in previous studies
(Talgar & Carrasco, 2002; Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1998).
In Experiments 3 and 4 the texture was modified from a
homogeneous background to a heterogeneous background
to ensure that performance is limited only by spatial fac-
tors. Finally, in Experiment 5 we evaluated the contribu-
tion of location uncertainty at the decisional level to the
e!ect of sustained attention.

2. Experiment 1

The aims of this experiment were twofold: To test (1)
whether sustained attention can also a!ect observers’ per-
formance in texture segmentation; (2) whether the atten-
tional e!ect di!ers as a function of target eccentricity. We
employed texture displays similar to the ones used with
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transient attention (Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1998; Fig. 1)
and a two interval forced-choice task (2IFC; Fig. 2). A trial
consisted of two temporal intervals, each containing a tex-
ture display preceded by a cue. On the cued trials, a central,
symbolic cue (a digit and a line) provided the exact location
of the target with 100% validity. On the neutral trials, the
cue did not provide information regarding the target loca-
tion. The target appeared equally often in each temporal
interval and at one of 9 possible locations. Observers were
instructed to report whether the target was present in the
first or the second interval.

Precueing e!ects have been ascribed to changes in deci-
sional, rather than sensory, factors. According to this view,
precueing e!ects would arise from the fact that observers
are encouraged to adopt a more liberal criterion or to
assign more weight to visual information extracted from
the cued location (Kinchla, 1980; Kinchla, Chen, & Evert,
1995; Palmer, 1994; Shaw, 1984). However, this can only be
the case when the adopted precueing paradigm implies that
one of the responses is more probable and thus conveys
information about which response is more likely to be cor-

rect on a given trial. In the present study, however, in each
trial the precues always appeared both in the target interval
and in the non-target interval. They did therefore not con-
vey any information about which response would be cor-
rect on a given trial. Moreover, if observers were to
assign more weight to the information extracted from the
cued location, they would do so for the cued locations of
both intervals. As discussed in previous papers (Carrasco
et al., 2006; Talgar & Carrasco, 2002; Yeshurun & Carras-
co, 1998; Yeshurun & Carrasco, 2000), given that the pre-
cue appeared in both temporal intervals, it did not
associate higher probability with one of the responses (tar-
get in first or second interval), and observers could not rely
on its presence to reach a decision about target presence.

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Observers
Sixteen observers from NYU participated in Experiment

1 (14 from the Introductory Psychology Subject Pool). All
observers had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Fig. 2. Schema of the frame sequence in a typical trial of Experiments 1 (sustained attention) and 2 (transient attention) in a 2IFC task. In this example,
the target is present in the second interval. The cue location (sustained: central; transient: peripheral) and the timing (sustained cue duration: 200 ms, ISI:
600 ms; transient cue duration: 47 ms, ISI: 47 ms) di!er as they were set to maximize the e!ects of sustained and transient attention, respectively.
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2.1.2. Apparatus
Stimuli were presented on a 21’’ monitor attached to a

PowerMac G4 computer. Data collection and stimulus pre-
sentation were controlled using PsyScope for OS9 (Cohen,
MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993). The monitor resolu-
tion was set to 1280 · 1024 pixels at a frame rate of 85 Hz.
A chinrest was used to stabilize the head and to maintain a
viewing distance of 57 cm. Observers’ eye position was
recorded using an iSCAN infrared camera pointed at one
of the eyes.1 The experiment was conducted in a dark
and quiet room.

2.1.3. Stimuli
The textures were composed of black line elements (each

subtending 0.1 · 0.7", oriented at ±45" from vertical) pre-
sented on a white background. The luminance of the line
elements was about 0.01 cd/m2 and that of the background
was about 92 cd/m2. The luminance of the texture display
was about 79 cd/m2. Each texture display consisted of
287 line elements arranged on a virtual grid of 7 rows · 41
columns, subtending 5 · 28". The line elements were jit-
tered by 0.3". In each trial, one of the two texture displays
contained a target patch of 2 · 2", consisting of 3 · 3 line
elements, whose orientation was orthogonal to the lines
of the background texture. The target patch appeared in
either of the two temporal intervals with 0.5 probability,
and was presented at one of 9 possible locations within
the texture-background along the horizontal meridian, cor-
responding to 5 eccentricities (one at the center and 4 to
each side of fixation: 0", 1.5", 5", 7.5", and 11.5"). The
mask-texture was composed of 287 black ‘X’ elements (7
rows · 41 columns).

On the cued trials the cue provided the exact location of
the target. It was composed of a gray digit (‘‘0’’ to ‘‘4’’),
presented at the center of the screen (within a region of
0.5 · 0.8"), indicating the eccentricity at which the target
may appear, and a small horizontal line (0.1 · 0.5"), which
appeared to the right or left side of the digit (unless it was
‘‘0’’, denoting the central location), indicating the hemifield
in which the target may appear. The cue was 100% valid—
it provided the exact location of the target, for the interval
in which it was present. In the interval without a target the
cue was equally likely to indicate any other location. Thus,
in the two intervals of each trial the sustained cues indi-
cated two di!erent locations.

On the neutral trials, the cue was composed of two long,
gray horizontal lines (0.2 · 28") appearing 0.5" above and
below the entire display. This cue indicated that the target,
if present in that interval, was equally likely to appear at
any of the 9 possible locations. Both cues provided informa-
tion regarding display onset. Trials were either neutral or
cued. Thus, even if observers were to adopt a di!erent deci-
sional criterion for the di!erent cueing conditions, there

was no reason for observers to assign di!erent weights or
adopt di!erent criteria across the two intervals of a given
trial. The described characteristics of the precueing para-
digm adopted here guarantee that the precueing e!ects can
be ascribed to sensory rather than decisional factors.

2.1.4. Procedure
Each trial of the 2IFC task consisted of two temporal

intervals, each containing a texture display preceded by a
cue. Each temporal interval began with a central fixation
dot (Fig. 2). 500-ms after the onset of the fixation dot the
cue was presented for 200-ms and was followed by an ISI
of 600-ms. Half the trials were cued trials and half were
neutral trials. After the ISI, the texture was displayed for
a median of 30-ms (range 20–50 ms). The duration of the
texture display was adjusted for each observer during a
set of practice trials to achieve an overall performance level
of about 75% correct. A 200-ms mask was presented imme-
diately following the texture display. The observers were
instructed to keep their eyes fixated at the center, and were
asked to indicate the interval (first or second) whose texture
display contained a target, by pressing the ‘1’ or ‘2’ key of
the keyboard. Given that the time between the onset of the
cue and the o!set of the texture display was longer than the
time estimated to complete a saccade (Mayfrank, Kimmig,
& Fischer, 1987), eye position was monitored to ensure that
observers did not break fixation.

In the cued trials, observers had to associate the sym-
bolic cues to a given location on the screen. To do so, at
the beginning of each block of trials, a display was shown
in which each digit was placed at the corresponding loca-
tion it would cue. Moreover, observers learned this associ-
ation during the practice (120 trials) preceding the actual
data collection (160 trials per observer). To obtain the same
amount of measurements per eccentricity we collected
twice as many observations from the central location.

2.2. Results and discussion

To evaluate the e!ects of cueing condition (neutral vs.
cued) as a function of target eccentricity in this texture seg-
mentation task, we conducted a two-way repeated-mea-
sures ANOVA on the accuracy data.2 As can be seen in
Fig. 3, there was a significant main e!ect of target eccen-
tricity: accuracy was highest at mid periphery and dropped
at more central or farther peripheral locations
[F(4,60) = 9.85, p < 0.001, gp

2 = 0.396]. This pattern of
results as a function of eccentricity is consistent with previ-
ous studies documenting the central performance drop
(e.g., Gurnsey et al., 1996; Jo!e & Scialfa, 1995; Kehrer,
1989; Morikawa 2000; Talgar & Carrasco, 2002; Yeshurun
& Carrasco, 1998). Most important for the purpose of this

1 Given that fixation was broken in very few trials (!3%) in all
experiments, we analyzed all the data in all the experiments.

2 For all experiments described in this paper, when appropriate,
significance levels were corrected for violations of the sphericity assump-
tion using the Greenhouse–Geisser method; however, original degrees of
freedom are reported.
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study, however, is the finding that whereas there was a sig-
nificant main e!ect of cueing—accuracy was significantly
higher in the cued than neutral condition [F(1,15) =
13.47, p < 0.005, gp

2 = 0.473] —there was no significant
interaction of cueing and eccentricity (F < 1). Analysis of
reaction time (RT) confirmed that there were no speed–
accuracy tradeo!s. The main e!ect of eccentricity was sig-
nificant [F(4,60) = 3.219, p < 0.05, gp

2 = 0.177]: Reaction
times were shorter at mid-peripheral locations, compared
with more central and more peripheral locations. This is
consistent with previous studies reporting the central per-
formance drop (e.g., Gurnsey et al., 1996). The main e!ect
of cueing [F < 1], and its interaction with cue type [F < 1]
were not significant.

This pattern of results indicates that sustained attention,
like transient attention, can a!ect performance in texture
segmentation task. However, as opposed to transient atten-
tion, precueing the target location with a central cue aided
performance across all eccentricities—there was no central
attentional impairment. The finding that transient attention
impairs texture segmentation at central locations was found
in several studies employing di!erent tasks and textures
(Carrasco et al. 2006; Talgar & Carrasco, 2002; Yeshurun
& Carrasco, 1998, 2000, 2008). Nevertheless, we conducted
Experiment 2 to ensure that a central attentional impairment
is indeed found with transient attention under the exact
experimental conditions used in Experiment 1.

3. Experiment 2

Experiment 2 was designed to test directly whether the
central attentional impairment, found with transient atten-

tion in previous studies (Carrasco et al. 2006; Talgar &
Carrasco, 2002; Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1998, 2000, 2008),
would also be found under the exact experimental condi-
tions used in Experiment 1. This is particularly important
because in Experiment 1 there were fewer possible target
eccentricities than in the previous studies, which allowed
observers to easily associate each cue digit to a specific tar-
get location. Thus, the goal of this experiment was to
ensure that the di!erential attentional e!ect on texture seg-
mentation found for transient and sustained attention was
not simply due to this di!erence. To that end, this experi-
ment was identical to Experiment 1 apart for the employ-
ment of a peripheral cue, rather than a central cue, to
selectively manipulate transient attention, and the shorten-
ing of the time between cue onset and target onset to 94-ms
to optimize the e!ect of transient attention.

3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Observers
Eighteen observers from the University of Haifa partic-

ipated in this experiment. All observers had normal or cor-
rected-to-normal vision.

3.1.2. Apparatus, stimuli and procedure
The apparatus, stimuli and procedure were the same as

those used in Experiment 1 except for the following:
Instead of the digit, the attentional cue was composed
of a 0.3 · 0.6" green horizontal bar appearing 0.3" above
the target location on the target interval, and above
another, randomly chosen location in the non-target inter-
val. In addition, the duration of cue presentation was
shortened to 47-ms, and the ISI was shortened to 47-ms
(Fig. 2).

3.2. Results and discussion

As can be seen in Fig. 4, the results of this experiment
replicated the central attentional impairment previously
found for transient attention: A significant cueing X eccen-
tricity interaction emerged: accuracy was higher in the cued
than neutral trials when the target appeared at the far
periphery, but was lower when the target appeared at cen-
tral locations [F(4, 68) = 2.85, p < 0.05, gp

2 = 0.14]. These
results di!er from those in Experiment 1 in which attention
improved performance at all eccentricities. We compared
the neutral functions of Experiments 1 and 2 to ensure that
the performance across eccentricities follows the same pat-
tern, and found no significant di!erence [p > 0.1].

The finding of Experiment 1 that sustained attention
improves texture segmentation at all eccentricities is not
an artifact of the specific experimental conditions used in
that experiment, because keeping these identical stimuli
and task conditions with a manipulation of transient atten-
tion resulted in a central attentional impairment. In Exper-
iment 3 we test whether the benefit of sustained attention

Fig. 3. Average proportion of correct responses as a function of target
eccentricity and cue type (central cue vs. neutral cue) in Experiment 1. In
the neutral condition (open circles, dashed line), performance peaks at
mid-periphery (5" of eccentricity) and drops towards more central and
more peripheral locations, replicating the central performance drop.
Precueing the target location with a central cue (filled circles, continuous
line) improved performance across all eccentricities. Error bars are
indicated in the lower right of the graph and represent ± 1s SEM per
cueing condition, averaged across eccentricities.
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across target eccentricity can be observed with a di!erent
texture and task.

4. Experiment 3

The central performance drop is commonly attributed to
a mismatch between the size of spatial filters at the fovea
and the scale of the texture. Specifically, it has been sug-
gested that the size of these filters at the fovea may be
too small for the scale of the texture, resulting in a central
performance drop. At more peripheral regions, filters’ aver-
age size increases gradually, and is presumably optimal
around the peak of performance. At farther eccentricities,
the filters are too big and consequently performance at
the far periphery also drops (e.g., Gurnsey et al., 1996;
Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1998). Many studies lend further
support to the spatial explanation of the central perfor-
mance drop. For instance, the finding that when this tex-
ture is presented along the vertical meridian performance
peaks at farther eccentricities in the lower than in the upper
visual vertical meridian, agrees with the view that resolu-
tion is higher in the lower region than the upper region
of the vertical meridian (Talgar & Carrasco, 2002). More-
over, adapting to high-spatial frequencies, but not to low-
spatial frequencies, prior to performing this texture seg-
mentation task, eliminates the central performance drop
(Carrasco et al., 2006).

An alternative interpretation ascribes the central perfor-
mance drop to temporal factors. According to this view,
because processing speed increases with distance from the
fovea (Breitmeyer, 1984; Carrasco, McElree, Denisova, &
Giordano, 2003), and often in those studies the texture dis-
plays have been followed by a mask (e.g., Gurnsey et al.
1996; Jo!e & Scialfa 1995; Kehrer 1989; Kehrer 1997; Mor-

ikawa 2000; Talgar & Carrasco, 2002; Yeshurun & Carras-
co, 1998), the drop in performance at central locations
could be explained by di!erences in the speed of visual pro-
cessing as a function of eccentricity. Specifically, at the
fovea, the post mask might have interrupted the slower
processing prior to completion, resulting in central perfor-
mance drop, whereas at mid-peripheral locations the faster
processing could be e!ectively completed prior to the pre-
sentation of the mask (Kehrer, 1989; Morikawa, 2000).

To guarantee that the only operant interpretation of the
central performance drop is constrained by spatial factors,
we did not employ a backward mask in this experiment.
Instead, to prevent ceiling performance, we introduced var-
iability in the orientation of the textures’ line elements and
increased the possible number of target locations. The
resulting texture stimuli were very similar to the ones used
by Potechin and Gurnsey (2003). Thus, whereas the aver-
age orientation of line elements in the texture display was
±45" from vertical, the actual orientation of each line ele-
ment was chosen at random from a uniform distribution
of orientations (see Fig. 5 for an example of the texture dis-
play). The range of sampled orientations around the mean
orientation is referred to as ‘‘orientation bandwidth’’
(Potechin & Gurnsey, 2003). In general, as the orientation
bandwidth increases the target patch becomes harder to
detect. This and variants of this method of limiting perfor-
mance have been used in several studies of texture percep-
tion (Kingdom, Keeble, & Moulden, 1995; Motoyoshi &
Nishida, 2001; Potechin & Gurnsey, 2003; Wolfson &
Landy, 1998). In this experiment, we manipulated sus-
tained attention by precueing target location with a central
cue, as in Experiment 1, in a Yes-No detection task.

4.1. Methods

4.1.1. Observers
Eight students from NYU participated in Experiment 3.

All observers had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Fig. 4. Average proportion of correct responses as a function of target
eccentricity and cue type (peripheral cue vs. neutral cue) in Experiment 2.
Precueing the target location with a peripheral cue (filled circles,
continuous line) improved performance in the periphery, but impaired
performance at more central locations. Error bars are indicated in the
lower right of the graph and represent ± 1 SEM per cueing condition,
averaged across eccentricities.

Fig. 5. Sample of the texture display used in Experiment 3. To limit
performance, variability is introduced in the line elements’ orientation
(average orientation is ±45" from vertical). A 3 · 3 target patch is visible
in the upper left quadrant of the display.
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4.1.2. Apparatus
The apparatus was similar to that used in Experiment 1

except for the following: The monitor resolution was set to
1600 · 1200 pixels at a frame rate of 75 Hz, and observers
viewed the monitor from a distance of 100 cm. Stimuli were
generated and presented using Matlab 6.0 and the Psycho-
physics Toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997).

4.1.3. Stimuli
The textures were composed of white line elements (each

subtending 0.1 · 0.17") presented on a black background.
The luminance of the line elements was approximately
16 cd/m2 and the one of the background was about
0.003 cd/m2. The luminance of the texture display was
about 0.45 cd/m2. The lines’ average orientation was
±45" from vertical but the actual orientation of each line
element was chosen at random (for each trial) from a uni-
form distribution of orientations. The range of sampled
orientations—the orientation bandwidth—was adjusted
for each observer during practice sessions to achieve an
overall performance level of around 70% correct, the med-
ian was 100", and it ranged from 55" to 110". Each texture
display consisted of 1813 line elements arranged on a vir-
tual grid of 37 rows · 49 columns, subtending
16.9 · 22.3". The line elements were jittered by 0.17". In
half of the trials the texture display contained a target
patch comprising 3 · 3 line elements (subtending
1.37 · 1.37"), whose average orientation was orthogonal
to the average orientation of the background texture
(Fig. 5). The target could appear at one of 33 possible loca-
tions along the diagonal meridians, corresponding to 9 pos-
sible eccentricities, yet to allow the observers to easily
associate each cue digit to a specific target location, only
17 possible locations were employed during each experi-
mental session (4 locations on each of the 4 non-cardinal
segments of the diagonal meridians—NE, NW, SE or
SW—in addition to the central location). Thus, in half of
the sessions the target center was placed at one of these
eccentricities: 0", 2.4", 4.8", 7.2", 9.5", and in the other half
it was centered at 0", 1.2", 3.6", 6", 8.4". We chose the diag-
onal meridians to prevent confounds due to asymmetries in
performance along the vertical meridian in texture segrega-
tion (Graham, Rico, O!en, & Scott, 1999; Talgar & Carr-
asco, 2002), and along the vertical and horizontal meridian
in other spatial resolution tasks (Carrasco et al., 2002).
Thus, we could average performance at a given eccentricity
across the four quadrants and increase statistical power.

On half of the trials, the cued trials, the cue was a central
attentional cue indicating the location of the texture target.
The central cue consisted of a small light gray tilted line
(0.1 · 0.4") and a digit appearing in the center of the dis-
play (within a region of 0.8 · 0.5"). The small line indicated
the quadrant (NE, NW, SE or SW) where the target, if
present, would appear. The digit indicated the distance
along the non-cardinal meridian in which the target would
appear; the digit ‘‘0’’ indicated the central location, and the
digits ‘‘1–4’’ indicated progressively more eccentric loca-

tions. Thus, for trials in which a target was present, the
attentional cue indicated the exact location of the target
with 100% validity. On the rest of the trials, the neutral tri-
als, a large light gray square framing the entire texture dis-
play served as the neutral cue, indicating that the target, if
present, was equally likely to appear at any of the possible
locations. Both attentional and neutral cues conveyed
information regarding the display onset.

4.1.4. Procedure
Each trial began with a fixation cross at the center of the

screen (Fig. 6). 500-ms after the onset of the fixation cross
the cue was presented for 100-ms and was followed by an
ISI of 200-ms. Half of the trials were cued trials and half
were neutral trials. After the ISI, the texture was displayed
for 30-ms. For each cue condition, the texture display con-
tained the target patch on 50% of the trials. The observers
were instructed to keep their eyes fixated at the center (eye
positions were monitored), and were asked to indicate
whether the texture display contained a target. A yes-no
detection task has been employed previously in studies
reporting the central performance drop (Gurnsey et al.,
1996). Given that in such a task only one location is pre-
cued per trial, it may be less taxing for observers to allocate
attention.

As in Experiment 1, to enable observers to associate the
symbolic cues to a given location on the screen, at the
beginning of each block of trials, a display was shown com-
prising the digits, later used as the cues, placed at their cor-
responding location. All observers had at least 1 h of
practice (288 trials) to familiarize them with the task and

Fig. 6. Schema of the frame sequence in a typical trial of Experiments 3, 4
and pre-cue condition of Experiment 5 (yes-no detection task). In this
example, the target is present. For clarity, the stimuli are represented in
black on a white background, in the actual experiment stimuli where white
(the texture line elements) or light gray (the cues, the fixation cross) on a
black background.
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to establish the associative connection between the sym-
bolic cue and the designated location. Moreover, every
experimental session (288 trials) began with 72 practice tri-
als. Each observer participated in 4 sessions, for a total of
1152 experimental trials. Extensive practice was provided
so that observers would learn the association between the
central cue and the location it indicated, thus ensuring that
performance was stable before data collection.

4.2. Results and discussion

We conducted a two-way (cue type X target eccentricity)
repeated-measures ANOVA on the d’ values (Macmillan &
Creelman, 1991). This analysis revealed a significant main
e!ect of cue type: Performance was significantly better in
the cued than the neutral trials [F(1,7) = 47.851,
p < 0.001, gp

2 = 0.872; Fig. 7]. The analysis also revealed
a significant main e!ect of target eccentricity
[F(8,56) = 35.964, p < 0.001, gp

2 = 0.837]: As in previous
studies (e.g., Gurnsey et al., 1996; Jo!e & Scialfa, 1995;
Kehrer, 1989; Morikawa 2000; Talgar & Carrasco, 2002;
Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1998, 2008), performance peaked
at the mid periphery and deteriorated at more central or
farther peripheral eccentricities. The finding of a central
performance drop even without the employment of a
post-mask is consistent with demonstrations that a back-
ward mask is not necessary to elicit a central performance
drop (Morikawa, 2000; Potechin & Gurnsey, 2003), and it
lends further support to the spatial interpretation of the
central performance drop. Moreover, as in Experiment 1,
there was no significant cueing X eccentricity interaction
(p > 0.10). Directing sustained attention to the target

location improved performance at all target eccentricities
except at the farthest periphery, where performance was
at chance.

Analysis of RT on target present trials indicated that
there were no speed–accuracy tradeo!s. There was a signif-
icant main e!ect of eccentricity [F(8,56) = 3.505, p < 0.005,
gp

2 = 0.334]: RTs were faster at mid-peripheral locations
than at the more central or more peripheral locations; a sig-
nificant main e!ect of cueing condition [F(1,7) = 16.372,
p = 0.005, gp

2 = 0.7]: RTs were faster in the cued than
the neutral trials; as well as a significant interaction
[F(8,56) = 4.767, p < 0.001, gp

2 = 0.405]. This interaction
emerged because RTs in the cued condition were faster
than RTs in the neutral condition at mid-peripheral loca-
tions but not at the more central or more peripheral
locations.

In sum, in this experiment we tested the generalizability
of the finding that sustained attention improves perfor-
mance across target eccentricity for this texture segmenta-
tion task. We introduced variability in the orientation of
the textures’ line elements, to avoid the employment of a
post mask, and increased the number of possible target
locations. Thus, the spatial uncertainty was larger than in
Experiment 1. In addition, we used a yes-no rather than
a 2IFC task. Regardless of these di!erences, we replicate
the findings of Experiment 1: sustained attention improved
texture segmentation across eccentricities, and there was no
attentional impairment at central locations. These findings
indicate that the attentional benefit that emerged in both
experiments is robust and can be generalized to di!erent
textures and tasks. In Experiment 4 we explore whether
the scale of the texture a!ects this benefit and the flexibility
of sustained attention with respect to di!erences in task
demands (in terms of optimal spatial resolution) intro-
duced by di!erent texture scales.

5. Experiment 4

The goal of this experiment was twofold: First, to fur-
ther characterize how performance with the texture intro-
duced by Potechin and Gurnsey (2003), which is limited
by spatial constraints, varies with variation in the scale of
the texture. Second, to investigate whether the e!ects of
sustained attention on performance with this texture also
vary as a function of the texture scale.

Previous studies that investigated the central perfor-
mance drop with texture displays that do not include orien-
tation variability found that performance peaks at di!erent
eccentricities when the scale of the texture is manipulated
by changing the size of the textural elements, the space
between them, or the viewing distance (e.g., Gurnsey
et al., 1996; Jo!e & Scialfa, 1995; Kehrer, 1989). Enlarging
the scale of the texture shifts the peak of performance to
farther eccentricities, supporting the idea that the segmen-
tation of larger textures requires larger filters, which are
more abundant at farther eccentricities. In view of that,
when we manipulated transient attention we hypothesized

Fig. 7. Average d’ across observers as a function of target eccentricity and
cue type (central cue vs. neutral cue) in Experiment 3. Smaller texture scale
(100 cm viewing distance). In the neutral condition (empty circles, dashed
line), performance peaks at mid-periphery (3.6" of eccentricity) and drops
towards more central and more peripheral locations, replicating the
central performance drop. Precueing the target location with a central cue
(filled circles, continuous line) improved performance across eccentricity.
Error bars are indicated in the upper right of the graph and represent ± 1
SEM per cueing condition, averaged across eccentricities.
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that if the increase in texture scale extends the mismatch
between the texture’s scale and filters’ size farther towards
the periphery, and if attending to a location is similar to
reducing the size of spatial filters, then directing transient
attention to the target location of an enlarged texture
should impair performance for a wider range of eccentric-
ities. Indeed when we enlarged the scale of the texture, by
moving the observers closer to the screen, the peak of per-
formance shifted to farther eccentricities, and transient
attention impaired performance over a larger range of cen-
tral eccentricities (Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1998).

To better understand the factors that a!ect performance
with the texture used in Experiment 3, in which variability
in the orientation of the textures’ elements was introduced,
in this experiment we doubled the texture scale (by halving
the viewing distance). Given that the central performance
drop in this task has been interpreted in terms of spatial
resolution, we hypothesized that the peak of performance
with the enlarged texture would be displaced towards a
more peripheral location. Moreover, enlarging the texture
scale allows us to pose an interesting question regarding
the flexibility of sustained attention. Given that at a certain
eccentricity spatial resolution may be too low for the smal-
ler texture (i.e., Experiment 3), yet too high for the enlarged
texture employed in this experiment, we asked: Can sus-
tained attention enhance performance at such eccentricity
for both texture scales?

5.1. Methods

5.1.1. Observers
Four observers from NYU, who had participated in

Experiment 3, also participated in Experiment 4.

5.1.2. Apparatus, stimuli and procedure
The apparatus, stimuli and procedure were identical to

Experiment 3 except for the fact that the viewing distance
was 50 cm, hence, doubling the degrees of visual angle sub-
tended by the texture display.

5.2. Results and discussion

First, similar to Experiment 3, we conducted a two-way
(cue type X target eccentricity) repeated-measures ANOVA
on the d’ values. Like Experiments 1 and 3 we found a sig-
nificant main e!ect of cue type [F(1,3) = 37.442, p < 0.001,
gp

2 = 0.926] and of eccentricity [F(8,24) = 39.512,
p < 0.001, gp

2 = 0.929], but here we found a significant
interaction between these two factors [F(8,24) = 6.705,
p < 0.001, gp

2 = 0.691]. The significant interaction found
here is due to the fact that there is a large e!ect of cueing
at the central and mid-peripheral locations, but no di!er-
ence at the three most eccentric locations (Fig. 8, note that
the abscissa scale is twice that of Fig. 7), which may be due
to a di"culty in precisely allocating sustained attention in
the far periphery. This pattern of results is the same as
the one found in Experiment 3 (see Fig. 7).

As in Experiment 3, RT analysis on target present trials
revealed no speed-accuracy trade-o!. There was a signifi-
cant main e!ect of eccentricity [F(8,24) = 4.120,
p < .0.005, gp

2 = 0.579]: RTs were faster at mid-peripheral
locations than at the more central or more peripheral loca-
tions; a significant main e!ect of cueing condition
[F(1,3) = 28.772, p < 0.05, gp

2 = 0.906]: RTs were faster
in the cued than the neutral trials; as well as a significant
interaction between eccentricity and cueing
[F(8,24) = 4.245, p < 0.005, gp

2 = 0.586]. This interaction
emerged because whereas observers were faster in the cued
than neutral trials at mid-peripheral locations, this e!ect
was not present at the most central or most peripheral loca-
tions. Thus, the general pattern of results found here with
the larger texture scale is very similar to that found with
the smaller scale of Experiment 3.

Second, we compared the data of Experiments 3 and 4.
In accordance with previous studies that manipulated the
scale of the texture (e.g., Gurnsey et al., 1996; Yeshurun
& Carrasco, 1998), the peak of performance in neutral tri-
als was shifted from 3.6" to 7.2" when the scale of the tex-
ture was doubled (Experiment 3 vs. Experiment 4,
respectively). This shift lends further support to the spatial
interpretation of the central performance drop with this
texture. However, in contrast to our findings that the e!ects
of transient attention on texture segmentation depend on
both the target eccentricity and the texture scale (Yeshurun
& Carrasco, 1998), here we found that the e!ects of sus-
tained attention are independent of either factor. That is,
sustained attention improved texture segmentation at all
eccentricities (unless performance is at chance level) and

Fig. 8. Average d’ across observers as a function of target eccentricity and
cue type (central cue vs. neutral cue) in Experiment 4. Larger texture scale
(50 cm viewing distance). Notice how the scale on the abscissa is doubled
compared to Fig. 7. In the neutral condition (open circles, dashed line),
performance peaks at 7.2" of eccentricity and drops towards more central
and more peripheral locations, replicating the central performance drop.
Doubling the texture scale shifted the peak of performance to more
peripheral locations. Precueing the target location with a central cue (filled
circles, continuous line) improved performance across eccentricity. Error
bars are indicated in the upper right of the graph and represent ± 1 SEM
per cueing condition, averaged across eccentricities.
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with both texture scales. Specifically, in a given small range
of eccentricities (4.8–7.2", highlighted in blue in Fig. 9)
where performance is not optimal, presumably because at
that eccentricity spatial resolution is too low for the smaller
texture scale yet too high for the enlarged texture, sustained
attention enhanced performance for both texture scales.
This finding portrays sustained attention as a more flexible
mechanism that is able to aid performance regardless of the
spatial resolution at a given location, and it is consistent
with the hypothesis that to optimize performance sustained
attention can either increase spatial resolution when it is
too low for the task (small texture) or decrease spatial res-
olution when it is too high (enlarged texture) for the task.

An alternative account of the eccentricity-independent
e!ect of the sustained cue would attribute it to a mecha-
nism that a!ects texture segmentation by improving the
signal to noise ratio at all eccentricities by reducing loca-
tion uncertainty. We evaluate the contribution of this
mechanism in the next experiment.

6. Experiment 5

Some authors have explained precueing e!ects as the
result of a reduction of location uncertainty. That is, given
that the cue allows observers to prioritize information
gathered at the relevant location, it reduces the statistical
noise introduced at the irrelevant locations. According to
this view, the benefit in performance found at cued loca-
tions can be ascribed to a reduction of the statistical uncer-

tainty in the decision process rather than to changes in the
quality of the representation of the texture (e.g., Eckstein,
Shimozaki, & Abbey, 2002; Palmer, 1994; Palmer, Ames,
& Lindsey, 1993; Shaw, 1984; Sperling & Dosher, 1986).
This experiment was conducted to directly evaluate the
contribution of location uncertainty reduction at the deci-
sional level to the performance benefit with sustained atten-
tion (Experiments 1, 3 and 4). We compared the e!ect of
the sustained pre-cues to the e!ect of post-cues, which indi-
cate the target location after the o!set of the texture dis-
play. Spatial post-cues, like post-masks, are considered to
e!ectively reduce location uncertainty (e.g., Carrasco, Pen-
peci-Talgar, & Eckstein, 2000; Carrasco & Yeshurun, 1998;
Kinchla et al. 1995; Lu & Dosher, 2004; Luck, Hillyard,
Mouloua, & Hawkins, 1996; Luck et al., 1994; Smith
2000). Both pre- and post-cues reduce location uncertainty,
as both allow the observer to assign lower weights to infor-
mation extracted from the non-cued locations; however,
only the pre-cues allow for a change in the quality of the
texture representation due to the advanced allocation of
attention to the location of the upcoming target. Thus,
any additional benefit yielded by pre-cues compared to
post-cues could be ascribed to an attentional modulation
of the quality of the texture representation rather than to
the mere reduction of location uncertainty at the decisional
stage.

6.1. Methods

6.1.1. Observers
Six observers participated in Experiment 5; one of them

had participated in Experiments 3 and 4. All observers had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

6.1.2. Apparatus, stimuli and procedure
The apparatus, stimuli and procedure were identical to

Experiment 3 except for the fact that there were 5 instead
of 9 target eccentricities (range 0"–8.4" instead of 0"–
9.5"), and 4 (instead of 2) experimental conditions: neutral
pre-cue, central (attention) pre-cue, neutral post-cue and
central post-cue. The timing of the pre-cues was identical
to that of Experiments 3 and 4. In the post-cue conditions,
the order of the texture display and cue was inverted, and
the duration and ISI were the same as in the pre-cue con-
ditions. Observers were informed that both the central
pre-cues and the central post-cues were 100% valid, indicat-
ing where, if present, the target was going to appear or had
just appeared, respectively.

6.2. Results and discussion

As in Experiments 3 and 4, we conducted a two-way
(cue type X target eccentricity) repeated-measures ANOVA
on the d’ values. We found a significant main e!ect of cue
type [F(3,15) = 18.05, p < 0.0001, gp

2 = 0.61] and of eccen-
tricity [F(4,20) = 19.70, p < 0.0001, gp

2 = 0.9] but no sig-
nificant interaction [F < 1; Fig. 10]. Performance for the

Fig. 9. Second-order polynomials were fitted to average d’ data from 4
observers who participated both in Experiments 3 and 4. Fits for the larger
texture scale are represented in gray, fits for the smaller texture in black.
Fits for the neutral cue condition are represented as dashed lines, fits for
the central cue condition are represented as continuous lines. Corre-
sponding R2 values are indicated on the graph. In the neutral condition the
peak of performance shifts to farther eccentricities when the scale of the
texture is enlarged. In the range of eccentricities from 4.8"–7.2"
(highlighted in blue), where performance is not optimal, sustained
attention enhanced performance for both texture scales (see text). (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this paper.)
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central (attention) pre-cue was higher than for the neutral
pre-cue [F(1,5) = 62.93, p < 0.0005, gp

2 = 0.75] whereas
there was only a marginal di!erence between performance
for the neutral post-cue and the central post-cue
[F(1,5) = 5.83, p < 0.1, gp

2 = 0.4]. Furthermore, perfor-
mance for the central pre-cue was significantly higher than
for the central post-cue [F(1,5) = 11.34, p = 0.01,
gp

2 = 0.52] whereas performance for the neutral pre-cue
and neutral post-cue conditions did not di!er [F(1,5) = 1].

Analysis of RT on target present trials indicated that
there were no speed–accuracy tradeo!s for either the pre-
cue or the post-cue conditions. There was a significant
main e!ect of eccentricity for both pre-cue and post-cue
conditions (p < 0.005): RTs were faster at the central loca-
tion and increased towards more foveal and more periphe-
ral locations. For the pre-cue condition, RT di!ered more
at the foveal and peripheral locations than at the central
location; for the post-cue condition, RT were faster for
the central-cue than the neutral-cue at all locations.

The results show that performance with the central pre-
cue, which triggers sustained attention, was significantly
higher than performance with its neutral condition,
whereas performance for the central post-cue was only
marginally higher than its neutral condition. Moreover,
the central pre-cue elicited a significantly better perfor-
mance than the central post-cue. These results indicate that
the benefit of the central pre-cue went well beyond the mere
e!ect of location uncertainty at the decisional stage–it
improved the quality of the texture representation.

7. General discussion

The goal of this study was to test whether sustained
attention can a!ect performance in a basic texture segmen-
tation task, and if so whether this e!ect will depend on the
eccentricity of the texture-target, as does the e!ect of tran-
sient attention (i.e., enhancement at peripheral target loca-
tions and decrement at central target locations; Experiment
2). In four experiments (Experiments 1, 3, 4 and 5) we com-
pared performance on trials in which central, symbolic cues
indicated the location of the target prior to its presentation,
allowing observers to direct sustained attention in advance
to that location, with performance on trials in which a neu-
tral cue did not convey information regarding the target
location. The pattern of results was very similar in all four
experiments: sustained attention, like transient attention,
can a!ect performance in texture segmentation. Thus, even
though texture segmentation is believed to take place at rel-
atively early stages of visual processing (e.g., Bergen &
Landy, 1991; Braun & Sagi, 1990; Chubb, Olzak, & Der-
rington, 2001; Dakin, Williams, & Hess, 1999; Julesz,
1981; Lamme, 1995; Lamme et al., 1993; Purpura et al.,
1994), and although sustained attention seems to operate
at a later level of processing than transient attention (e.g.,
Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000;
Liu et al., 2007; Nakayama & Mackeben, 1989), it can nev-
ertheless a!ect performance in basic texture segmentation
tasks as the ones employed here.

This finding is consistent with psychophysical studies
showing that sustained attention increases other basic
visual dimensions, such as contrast sensitivity (Dosher &
Lu, 2000; Ling & Carrasco, 2006), as well as with neuro-
physiological studies demonstrating, by means of either
single-cell recordings (e.g., Luck et al., 1997; Maunsell &
Cook, 2003; McAdams & Reid, 2005; Motter, 1994; Rey-
nolds & Desimone, 1999; Womelsdorf et al., 2006) or fMRI
studies (e.g., Brefczynski & DeYoe, 1999; Gandhi, Heeger,
& Boynton, 1999; Liu, Pestilli, & Carrasco, 2005; Martinez
et al., 1999; Somers, Dale, Sei!ert, & Tootell, 1999), atten-
tional modulation of activity in early visual areas, such as
V1 and V2.

However, in contrast to transient attention, the e!ects of
sustained attention did not vary as a function of eccentric-
ity. Directing sustained attention to the target location
improved performance at all eccentricities (unless perfor-
mance was at chance level). This eccentricity-independent
attentional benefit was found even when: (a) the experi-
mental conditions were identical to those used with tran-
sient attention (Experiment 1 vs. Experiment 2); (b)
performance was not limited by a post mask, spatial uncer-
tainty was doubled, and the task was a yes-no task (Exper-
iments 3 and 5); and (c) the scale of the texture was doubled
by halving the viewing distance (Experiment 4).

Experiment 5 evaluated the contribution of location
uncertainty to the performance benefit found with the cen-
tral, attentional cues in Experiments 1, 3 and 4. To control
for location uncertainty at the decisional stage, we

Fig. 10. Average d’ across observers as a function of target eccentricity
and cue type (central pre-cue, central post-cue, neutral pre-cue, neutral
post-cue) in Experiment 5. Precueing the target location with a central pre-
cue improved performance across all eccentricities in comparison to the
other three conditions. Error bars are indicated in the upper right of the
graph and represent ± 1 SEM per cueing condition, averaged across
eccentricities.
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employed both pre-cues, identical to the ones used in
Experiments 1, 3 and 4, and post-cues that appear after
the presentation of the target display. Such post-cues can
e!ectively reduce location uncertainty by indicating the
exact target location, but they do not allow for any changes
in the quality of the texture representation because they are
presented after target o!set (e.g., Carrasco & Yeshurun,
1998; Kinchla et al. 1995; Lu & Dosher, 2004; Luck
et al., 1994). The fact that performance with the central,
attentional pre-cue of Experiment 5 was significantly better
than performance with the central post-cue indicates that
the e!ect of sustained attention on texture segmentation
goes well beyond reduction of location uncertainty at the
decisional stage, and most likely reflect changes in the qual-
ity of the texture representation.

It is important to note that the e!ect of transient atten-
tion on texture segmentation, namely the attentional
impairment of performance at central locations, could
not be accounted for by uncertainty reduction because
location uncertainty reduction would predict a benefit on
performance throughout all eccentricities. A biologically
plausible mechanism that can explain the central atten-
tional impairment found with transient attention is an
increase in spatial resolution (Carrasco et al. 2006; Talgar
& Carrasco, 2002; Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1998, 2000,
2008).

In contrast, the finding that directing sustained attention
to the target location via central pre-cues (Experiments 1,
3, 4 & 5) improved texture segmentation both at central
and peripheral locations could be accounted for by an
attentional mechanism that is capable of either enhance-
ment or decrement of spatial resolution to optimize perfor-
mance. According to this view, sustained attention
optimized performance at all eccentricities via resolution
enhancement at the periphery where performance is limited
by a resolution that is too low, and via resolution decre-
ment at central locations where performance is limited by
a resolution that is too high. This view of sustained atten-
tion portrays a highly adaptive mechanism that can adjust
its operation on a trial-by-trial basis. Indeed, the fact that it
requires a longer cue-lead time than transient attention
may allow it to adjust its operation.

Note, however, that the eccentricity-independent e!ects
of sustained attention could also be attributed to an atten-
tional mechanism that a!ects texture segmentation by
improving the signal to noise ratio at all eccentricities
through other means than resolution modification, like
reduction of external noise at early levels of processing
(e.g., Dosher & Lu, 2000), possibly via distracter suppres-
sion (e.g., Shiu & Pashler, 1994). The findings of this study
cannot rule out such accounts, and a more decisive ruling
regarding the nature of the mechanism underlying these
e!ects of sustained attention awaits future research.

The finding that sustained attention a!ect texture seg-
mentation in a di!erent manner than transient attention
is consistent with studies demonstrating di!erential e!ects
for sustained and transient attention. For instance, Briand

and Klein (1987; Briand, 1998) examined the e!ects of
peripheral and central cues on performance in visual
search. They found that with peripheral cues the e!ects
of attention was larger for a conjunction search than for
a feature search. However, with central cues, the magni-
tude of the cueing e!ect did not di!er for feature and con-
junction search. Another di!erential e!ect was
demonstrated in a study in which the central cue and target
appeared on opposite sides of the vertical meridian, both
saccadic and manual responses were associated with
greater costs than when they appeared on the same side
(i.e., the meridian e!ect). In contrast, with peripheral cues,
the vertical meridian had no e!ect on costs for either
response system (Reuter-Lorenz & Fendrich, 1992). In
addition, when the e!ects of sustained and transient atten-
tion were tested under low-noise vs. high-noise conditions,
it was reported that sustained attention could a!ect perfor-
mance only under high-noise conditions, but not under
low-noise conditions (e.g., Dosher & Lu, 2000). Transient
attention, however, could operate under both low-noise
and high-noise conditions (Lu & Dosher, 1998; Lu &
Dosher, 2000). A more recent study has shown that both
sustained and transient attention increase contrast sensitiv-
ity, even in low-noise conditions, but whereas the former is
mediated by a contrast gain mechanism, the latter seems to
be mediated by both a contrast-gain and response-gain
mechanisms (Ling & Carrasco, 2006). Finally, a recent
study showed that an involuntary allocation of attention
via peripheral non-informative cues impaired temporal
order judgment, whereas a voluntary allocation of atten-
tion via central informative cues improved it (Hein, Rolke,
& Ulrich, 2006).

In this study we found yet another di!erential e!ect of
sustained and transient attentional mechanisms. Whereas
the e!ects of transient attention on texture segmentation
depended on the eccentricity of the texture target—improv-
ing performance at the periphery but impairing perfor-
mance at central locations, the e!ect of sustained
attention on texture segmentation was not modulated by
target eccentricity—performance was improved at all
eccentricities. These results suggest that whereas transient
attention increases spatial resolution even when it is detri-
mental to performance, sustained attention can adjust its
operation to optimize performance across target eccentric-
ity. These di!erent results might be due to the more adapt-
able nature of sustained attention in comparison to
transient attention. A growing body of evidence suggests
that sustained attention is a more flexible mechanism than
transient attention. For example, whereas sustained atten-
tion allows selection of locations encoded in both egocen-
tric coordinates (i.e., coding locations relative to the
observer) and allocentric coordinates (i.e., coding locations
relative to other items in the display), transient attention
seems to operate exclusively in egocentric coordinates (Bar-
rett, Bradshaw, & Rose, 2003; Barrett, Bradshaw, Rose,
Everatt, & Simpson, 2001; Tipper, Jordan, & Weaver,
1999). Moreover, a study that employed the response-sig-
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nal speed-accuracy trade-o! (SAT) procedure, which
enables conjoint measures of discriminability and temporal
dynamics, has shown that with central cues, the observed
benefits and costs increased with cue validity. However,
with peripheral cues, the valid-cue benefits and the inva-
lid-cue costs in both discriminability and processing speed
were comparable across the range of cue validities. These
results provide compelling time-course evidence that tran-
sient attention is automatic, but sustained attention can
be flexibly allocated in a manner that increases the benefit
of the valid cue and decreases the cost of the invalid cue
(Giordano et al., 2004).

In conclusion, this study demonstrates that sustained
attention, like transient attention, can a!ect texture seg-
mentation. However, in contrast to transient attention,
the e!ect of sustained attention on texture segmentation
does not vary as a function of target eccentricity: directing
sustained attention to the target location improved perfor-
mance at both central and peripheral locations. This pat-
tern of results indicates that the mechanism underlying
sustained attention is di!erent than the one underlying
transient attention, with the former being more flexible,
capable of optimizing performance across the visual field.
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